ICAR-ATARI, Kanpur

Mid-term review workshop of KVKs of CSAUA&T, Kanpur area jurisdiction

Two days Mid Term Review Workshop of KVKs of CSAUA&T, Kanpur area jurisdiction was organized at ICAR-ATARI, Kanpur during 20-21 November 2018. Total 25 KVKs presented their half yearly progress report of 2018-19 and action plan of 2019-20. KVK wise recommendations of the chair persons are as following.

1. KVK Raibaeli: Dr. N. K. Bajpai said productivity of cereals and pulses are high. Nari action plan are not submitted. Dr. S. K. Dubey said that extent of disease and pest incidence reduction or control should be indicated in action plan of OFT.

2. KVK Fatehpur: Dr. Atar Singh said fertilizer recommendation should be based on soil testing results. In presentation, soil health card distribution photographs should also be included. Again present it in front of director of Extension of your university and correct it.

3. KVK Hamirpur: Dr. Sadhana Panday said that in NARI programme take whole family approach instead of only woman centered approach. Dr. Atar Singh said virat variety does not prepare in 55 days. Made flow chart of vatika project.

4. KVK Kannuj: Dr. Atar Singh said improve your farm. Discuss Disease incidence and disease reduction of your OFT. Recommendations should be based on soil testing results.

5. KVK Aligarh: Dr. Atar Singh said to add multi component in your OFTs. Use low cost variety interventions. Targets in proposals should always be high.

6. KVK Etawah: Dr. Atar Singh said that OFTs and action plans are not correct.

7. KVK Mainpuri: Dr. Atar Singh said that soil test should be based on farming system. Dr Sadhna Pandey said that vatika project has not been submitted.

8. KVK Kanpur Dehat: In DFI Villages, IFS should beof single type of characteristics and seasonal and summer vegetables should also be mentioned.

9. KVK Lakhimpurkheri: Dr. Sadhana Panday said that in NARI programme take whole family approach instead of only woman centered approach. Dr. S.K. Dubey said that halna and unnat halna are very old varieties. In wheat management OFT, sulfosulfuran@ 33.3g/ha should be applied. Make 6 OFTs related to horticulture and disease management.

10. KVK Farrukhabad: Dr. Dhoom Singh recommended making 12 OFTs and correcting the crop rotations. Dr. N. K. Bajpai said that temperate zone varieties should not be taken in tropical zone.

11. KVK Hordoi: If crop is already harvested, write the full results and results awaited should not be written. Technologies developed by IFFCO may be taken. Dr. Atar Singh said that treatments should be based on the recommendations of latest varieties and in the check use university varieties. In T2 carry sonali variety is correct. In NARI in place of farm woman whole family approach should be applied.

12. KVK Mahamayanagar (Hathras): Make CRM related OFT. Demonstration activities in CRM should be uploaded on whatssapp group. Add value to increase iron percentage. In NARI in place of farm woman whole family approach should be applied.

13. KVK Mathura: In total diet use iron rich foods.

14. KVK Etah: Dr. Atar Singh said that from one sample in one grid make 4 to 5 soil health cards. Common OFTs should not be used. Old varieties should not be used. In NARI, OFT should be on health and nutrition.

15. KVK Pratapgarh: Improve the OFTs.

16. KVK Unnao: Pusa type varieties should be used in OFTs, not in FLDs.

17. KVK Allahabad: Always report in quintal unit. This is standard unit. Target should be high in all programmes. Equivalent yield are false.

18. KVK Lucknow: Folders should make in 2 to 3 fold.
19. KVK Agra: Dr. Atar Singh said that fertilizer OFT's should be made on the basis of soil testing.

20. KVK Sitapur I: Dr. Sadhna Pandey said that Nari project proposal is not received.

21. KVK Sitapur-II: All OFTs and FLDs are correct.

22. KVK Kaushambi: Variety HD-2967 should not be used in OFTs. Use Variety CHW-18. NARI detail programmes not received.

23. KVK Auraiya: In Sodic land, ZNSO₄ should be used in mustard crop.

24. KVK Kasganj: NARI programme should be implemented indoubling farmer income villages. Not use halna variety.

25. KVK banda: In one village use rice-wheat cropping system. Submit Nari and Vatika project.

Comment of Dr. Dhoom Singh for all KVKs

1- One OFT should be based on soil test.
2- One OFT should be based on organic farming.